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Abstract — A 64 element phased array is implemented using
an all metal Vivaldi aperture and 16 commercial beamforming
ICs integrated on a 10-layer RF-PCB. The interconnects within
the PCB are designed using circular barrels to avoid unwanted
resonances, as is demonstrated by full wave simulation. The use
of a non-isolated power combiner in receive mode is validated
by comparing two far-field calibration techniques, resulting in
measured high-fidelity beams steering up to 50°.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The push of communication systems towards millimeter

wave (mmW) frequencies, particularly those for cellular 5G,

has facilitated the proliferation of commercial, low-cost beam

former integrated circuits (BFICs) that cover the 28GHz or 37-

40GHz range [1], [2]. To implement a phased array antenna

system, typically BFICs are integrated on a printed circuit

board (PCB) which also houses the antenna elements, for

which patch antennas are most commonly utilized [3]. This

is undoubtedly a viable, low-cost solution for state-of-the-art

communication systems, however commercial BFICs can also

be used in low-cost testbeds for non-PCB based apertures.
This work investigates the use of commercial BFICs to

test a high-power capable, conventionally machined, all-metal

aperture for fidelity in terms of interconnection, calibration,

and beam forming capabilities. The aperture is an 8×8 el-

ement Vivaldi array similar to [4], designed for operation

from 10 to 40GHz. The array is fed using 16, 4-channel,

half-duplex BFICs from Anokiwave covering 37 to 40GHz.

The BFICs allow for 360° of phase control and 7.5 dB of

individual gain variation per element. The aperture and BFICs

are assembled into a compact, self-contained unit using a

multilayer interposer PCB for RF, control, and DC supply

circuits, fuzz-button interconnects, as well as an aluminium

pressure and heat transfer plate that connects to an economical

computer fan, see (Fig. 1a). The following sections will detail

the PCB stackup and design, investigate PCB via transitions

using circular barrels to avoid in-band resonances, compare

two measurement-based far field calibration and beam-steering

strategies and present the resulting measured receive beams up

to 50° azimuth.

II. INTERCONNECTS AND PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

The RF interconnect between the antenna and the inter-

poser PCB is coaxial in nature. It is based on gold plated
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Fig. 1. Photo of the assembled array mounted in the chamber fixture (a), detail
of aperture during assembly highlighting pin interconnects (b), interposer PCB
view of the component side (c).

pins with 0.38mm diameter that are seated in teflon bushings,

placed inside holes of the array body, see Fig. 1b. Each coaxial

transition is spring loaded with a fuzz button located in the

center of the teflon bushing, pushing the pins against the

Vivaldi feed points on one side and gold plated traces on the

bottom side of the PCB, see Fig. 1c.

The packaging of the BFICs using solder balls with

0.4mm pitch requires precise execution in the layout and

manufacturing processes. The choice of PCB stackup (Fig. 2)

is therefore influenced by RF design considerations, required

DC and control signal routing layers, and overall manufac-

turability. The substrate used is i-Tera MT40 from isola. It is

a low loss material with good RF performance but was chosen

primarily for its excellent mechanical properties required for

the complicated stackup. Permittivity and loss tangent of the

individual dielectric layers are shown in Fig. 2. The top
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Fig. 2. PCB Stackup, and via options, substrates are isola I-Tera MT40.

L1 metal layer holds all electronic components and employs

microvias to connect to layer L2 below. Keeping the copper

plating cycles on the top layer low allows for a ground plane

on most of the top layer while maintaining sufficient clearance

to the solder ball pads for the BFICs. Most of the RF routing

is implemented in stripline in layers L7 and L9, where layers

L6, L8 and L10 are acting as ground planes. Layers L2-L5

are used for control and power distribution.

A. RF Routing and Via Transitions

The combined RF signal enters the board at a 2.9mm

connector on the top layer as a grounded CPW trace. It then

transitions to L7 where it feeds an non-isolated combiner

implemented in stripline as shown in Fig. 3a. The combiner

feeds the 16 common ports of the BFICs that in turn each

feed four antenna ports. Since the BFICs are larger than the

4mm element to element spacing of the array aperture, the RF

lines feeding the antennas need to be routed under the BFICs,

which is accomplished on layer L9. The transitions from L1 to

layers L7 and L9 needs to be designed to avoid mismatch and

radiation, so they were investigated in a separate simulation

study. Using a simple single via for the interconnect creates

multiple resonances and significant associated loss, as shown

in Fig. 4. The opposing direction of the match in |S11| and

|S22| at the resonances shows that the signal is radiated into

the substrate and not just reflected, which could be cured by

transmission line matching sections in layers L1 and L9. We

therefore implement shielding barrels (see Fig. 3b) to create

a quasi coaxial transition, which improves return loss and

eliminates all resonances below 40GHz.

III. CALIBRATION AND BEAMFORMING

Phased arrays typically require calibration to eliminate

amplitude and phase errors at the element level to obtain clean
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Fig. 3. RF power combiner implemented as stripline circuit on Layer 7,
using vias with barrel ground rings (a), single via CPW (L1) to stripline (L9)
transition using ground barrels (b).
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Fig. 4. Simulation of the RF transition from layer 1 (grounded CPW) to layer
9 (stripline) using the port definitions as shown in Fig. 3b.

beams. For electronically scanned arrays, the main sources of

error are the signal distribution network, BFIC characteristics,

and beamformer to antenna element feed [3]. At lower op-

erating frequencies it is possible to avoid calibration entirely

by careful design and stable factory-calibrated chips [5], but

this fails at high frequencies. Therefore, calibration methods

utilizing the antenna element to element coupling are used [3],

[6]. Since a non-PCB based aperture is used in this work and

the interconnects involve unstable mechanical spring contacts,

an internal calibration method is unusable. Instead, a far-field

calibration technique [7] is implemented as described next.

A. Calibration Method Comparison

The phased array is placed in an anechoic chamber, and

measured in receive mode at boresight for a frequency range

from 35 to 43GHz using a vector network analyzer. For this

measurement, only a single antenna element is measured at

a time by commanding the BFICs to deactivate all chan-

nels except one, which is set to 0° of phase shift and no

attenuation. This yields the individual frequency responses

of all 64 elements. A calibration frequency (39.8GHz) is

selected to find the required amplitude and phase settings

of the BFICs to equalize the antenna signals. Fig. 6a shows

the maximum amplitude deviation of this initial measurement
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Fig. 5. Measured E-plane (a) and H-plane (b) cuts at 39.8GHz using Cal A; directivity for boresight and 10° steered beams comparing Cal A and Cal B (c).
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Fig. 6. Maximum amplitude deviation (a), and standard deviation of phase
distribution (b) of the phased array calibration measurements, the dashed line
indicates the calibration frequency of 39.8GHz.

and the subsequent test measurement of the applied single

calibration. Fig. 6b shows the standard deviation of the phase

measurements when a normal distribution is fitted to the data.

We note that the initial calibration improves the maximum

amplitude deviation at the calibration frequency from 4.5 dB

to 3.3 dB, and the standard deviation of the phase from 19.9°

to 12.2°.

We then repeat the calibration by again measuring all

64 elements individually at boresight, but now setting each

amplitude and phase to the equalization values found before.

For the resulting second calibration we compare two strate-

gies called ‘Cal A’ and ‘Cal B’. Both methods equalize the

individual elements based to the mean amplitude and phase

as found in the previous measurement of the ‘Single Cal’.

For Cal A we additionally add a constant phase shift to all

elements such that for a boresight beam no wrapping around

360° occurs. Fig. 6a shows that both methods improve the

maximum amplitude deviation further, with Cal B we see

the best result at the calibration frequency of a maximum

amplitude deviation of 2.5 dB, Cal A is slightly worse because

more BFIC phase states are changed. However, Cal A shows

a lower phase deviation (Fig. 6b) and is chosen for the swept

beam measurements.

IV. PATTERN MEASUREMENTS

The calibrated array is swept in the E and H plane without

any amplitude taper using ideal steering coefficients and mea-

sured in receive mode in an anechoic chamber. Amplitude and

phase values are corrected based on the Cal A data explained

before, which for steering angles below 15° results in a phase

progression on the BFICs not wrapping around 360°. Beams

steering up to 50° in azimuth are shown in Fig. 5. The beams

are clean and the E-plane sidelobes when scanned up to 50°

remain below 8.0 dB although a non-isolated combiner is used

in receive, which can lead to spurious lobes due to reflections

in the combiner that can end up at the common output port.

This effect of the non-isolated combiner can also not be fixed

using array calibration. At H-plane the sidelobes remain below

10.8 dB scanning up to 40°.

To further evaluate the effect of the calibration on the

beam shape we compare the measured directivity of beams

at boresight and 10° steered in the E and H-plane for both

calibration strategies, see Fig. 5c. We observe that for all

beams the directivity obtained with Cal A exceeds the one

from Cal B from 39.1GHz to 40.8GHz.

V. CONCLUSION

We present an 8×8 phased array based on an all-metal

Vivaldi antenna aperture connected to commercial beam form-

ing chips using a multilayer RF interposer PCB and spring

loaded pins. The 16-fold power combiner implemented in

stripline is connected to the top PCB layer using barreled

via interconnects to avoid resonances and radiation losses.

The presented far-field calibration and beamforming strategy

improves element accuracy and directivity by avoiding phase

wrapping over 360°. Without amplitude tapering, clean beams

with sidelobe levels below 8 dB are demonstrated up to 40°

scanning in E and H-planes.
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